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This must be the first year in a while that many British festivals will not be bemoaning
the muddy campsites; as I write we are still (in the south east) waiting for a drop of
rain! Events mentioned in the last issue have been and gone – farewell to
Redbornstoke and welcome to their ‘phoenix’ team Golden Hare; hopefully the legacy of
dances and tunes is safe. The Morris Ring annual meeting accepted changes in the
constitution to allow non-male dancers in member clubs: having been watching the
gradual changes in their policies since the 1970s I was very pleased to hear this. I have
been digging around in old materials – interesting to read more old Morris Ring
publications and many thanks to the Ring for allowing me to reprint them: also to find a
few scribblings from Roy Dommett that hadn’t yet made it into these pages.
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Reviews or other contributions always welcome – to morrismatters@outlook.com
As always, thanks to Jill Griffiths and Steve Poole for all their help with it.
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On the standardisation of Folk Customs, traditions and native
Peculiarities within the countries of the European Community
Directive of 1 April 1993
Directive issued to standardise folk customs, traditions and native peculiarities throughout
the European Community (EC) for the purpose of allowing all who wish to participate to
achieve minimum acceptable standards. Each member country’s administration has been
charged with listing and categorising those customs, traditions and peculiarities found
within that country.
A full list of such customs, traditions and peculiarities is available from HMSO/DTI. Victoria
Street, London: HM Government Central Office.
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Ritual Dance (ETH) /England (5). The Cotswold Morris (109.7)
The following shall apply to all groups who perform any dance derived from any Cotswold
Morris Tradition:
Performers
People wishing to dance the Cotswold Morris may do so only if they are in groups of the
same sex. Mixed groups do not make for Morris; Mixed Sex Groups are categorised under
EC/GB/109.15 Social dancing.
Dress
The preferred basic colour is white – trousers, shirt with collar and buttoned to the wrist,
socks. Black or any other colour will be permitted only in exceptional circumstance. White
knee breeches are acceptable. The costume will be clean, made of a sufficiently thick
material so as to obscure all flesh tones and undergarments, and with absence of any
staining. At all times all dancers will present themselves in a pristine condition and if,
during the course of the dance, some part of the costume should become soiled or stained,
as from mud, shoe marks on or about the knee from galleying, or any other source, then
that whole costume will be changed before the next dance.
Shoes will be black, leather and clean.
Handkerchiefs will be white, clean at all times and a minimum of 400 mm square.
Hats will be worn. Each person will clearly mark his or her hat and not allow any other
person or animal to wear it. This is in the interest of public hygiene. Where clubs have not
hitherto worn hats, then some form of hairnet will be worn. Under no circumstance will
the hair of any dancer come into contact with the public.
Decorations of the basic clothing may be made only from material and dyes permitted in
current EC regulations. This covers tabards, waistcoats, baldricks, rosettes and badges.
No other form of identifying costume is to be allowed. Rosettes may not exceed 100 mm
in diameter, baldricks must be 62.5 mm wide and badges 80 mm diameter. For permitted
waistcoat and baldrick patterns, see separate supplement ETH/109-37c(i). To retain its
fresh appearance, identifying costume must be replaced in its entirety at least once during
the dancing season.
Bellpads must conform to current regulations and patterns. They must have no moving
parts which can be easily swallowed and must be either totally indestructible or totally
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biodegradable. The pad itself must be made of European leather, be 3 mm thick and
measure 200 mm by 150 mm. It must be securely attached to the trousers in such a way
that it cannot come loose. All bells will have clappers that work. The total noise from all
bells shall not exceed 70 dBa at 3 metres.
Performance
It is to be understood that the Cotswold Morris is somewhat energetic in style and groups
will be expected to give a performance that reflects this. Thus the following minimum
requirements for each individual dancer will be met before any practice for public
performance begins, Please note these are minimum requirements: a higher standard
should be expected.
Stepping – the heel shall not touch the ground, except in heel and toe dances. The free
leg will remain under control (preferably by the dancer).
Jumps – include feet together, jump, step jump and capers of all kinds. The minimum
height to be attained is 150 mm.
The galley will be made with 2 distinct hops of the foot to correspond to 2 distinct circles
of the free leg, the thigh of which shall be parallel to the ground. The hookleg will be
made with one distinct hop, corresponding to one distinct circle of the free leg. The foot
of the free leg shall point upwards.
At all times will the individual maintain proper balance.
For group practice, particular attention is to be paid to distinguishing features of particular
traditions, to straight lines and to discipline within the set so that the public will be provided
with a true and proper representation of the Cotswold Morris.
Each group will keep clear and accurate records of each practice session and public
performance, showing which dances were performed, who performed them and what
individual standards were achieved.
Such records will be made available to HM
Government inspectors on request.
The Cotswold Morris and the Public
The public has a right to expect a performance of the highest quality and at the same time
not in any way feel threatened, cajoled or put in any kind of danger. Thus all items of
costume will be fixed securely, handkerchiefs will not be starched, hats or hairnets will not
be allowed to come off and sticks, if they are to be used, must be shatterproof or conform
to British Standard No. BS 3823. Any defective piece of equipment must be immediately
and safely replaced.
For the performance in public, only those dancers who have practised a particular dance
and who are familiar with it, will be allowed in the set. The group will walk on smartly,
perform and walk off smartly. The dance will be announced clearly by one person. Unless
the group comes from the particular Cotswold village which gave rise to the dance, then
the dance shall be announced as ‘in the style of..’ or ‘our interpretation of..’. There will be
no extraneous conversation with the public and the group will at all times act with complete
decorum and sobriety. At no time will the Morris be brought into disrepute by unsolicited
smut.
If the group has a ‘fool’ (or animal, or ‘betsy’ or whatever) then that character may only
be used provided he or she has attended an appropriate approved course and obtained a
certificate of competence which will be displayed at all times. See a separate Directive
dealing with Fools, their Functions and Performance (ETH/109.45).
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Though it is expected that each group will provide a unified performance, under no
circumstance should the activity be so vigorous as to cause dehydration, undue
perspiration or anything else which may endanger the health of the public. The taking of
alcohol in public to overcome thirst will result in the instant withdrawal of registration and
any undue perspiration should be countered by a complete change of costume before
continuing or by dusting with an approved talcum powder.
To protect the public fully, it is recommended that a medical practitioner be present at all
public performances.
Registration and Inspection
No group shall be permitted to perform in public unless they have first registered for
inspection and been awarded certificates of competence for a) dancing and b) public
display.
For initial registration the names of each member of the group shall be provided and only
those listed shall be eligible for inspection. If, in the course of a spot inspection at a later
date, an unregistered dancer is found to be performing, then the whole group will be fined
or debarred from further activity in the Cotswold morris.
Written records of all practices and public performances will be kept and made available
to the inspectors on request and the decision of the inspector will be final.
Those clubs who were in existence before 1 January 1924 who can trace their pedigree
back to 1824 and who have maintained an unbroken tradition to the present day will be
exempted from registration, though not inspection.
The cost of initial registration shall be £20.00 per club and £5.00 for each performer. The
cost of the annual inspection shall be £100.00 per club, plus travelling and accommodation
expenses for the inspector(s).
Appointing Inspecting Authority
Official registration and inspection shall be by groups of individuals who have firstly
satisfied the requirements of the European Protocol EC/ETH/DDMM/Inspector grade.
A full list of all inspectors is available from the general secretary of the appointing
authority, Mr Redhead, 43 Hartington Grove, Cambridge CB1 5VA
Anon
(but regular readers can probably guess whose devious mind this came from)
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Lucky Lukey’s Sword Dancers
Between 1919 and 1951, Newcastle’s ‘Sunday Sun’ newspaper included occasional
humorous articles usually under the title ‘Tales from Northsea’ which featured a hirsute
(so we are led to believe) old salt rejoicing by the name ‘Lucky Lukey’. These stories
were a vehicle for the local journalist John Robinson’s Northumbrian dialect anecdotes
under his pen name Rob J Inson. The fictional location for Northsea was the fishing
village of Cullercoats, located on the coast midway between modern-day Whitley Bay
and Tynemouth. Themes were taken from real life with Robinson’s players chosen
pseudonymously or by name depending on the nature of the story.
The thirty years’ span of these articles led to their occasional repetition, especially if one
was devoted to a specific calendar custom. On four occasions, stories are devoted to
New Year’s Day custom in the village with its visits by the sword dancers and guisers.
Robinson, perhaps deliberately, omits to say when exactly these events took place,
presumably to lend an air of mysticism, however irritating this may seem to any genuine
historian! However, one shall endeavour, then indulge in a little analysis!
(For the benefit of Southerners and those unused to the intricacies of local dialect, the
intermediary passages following have been transliterated into vernacular English. You’re
on your own with Lukey’s lines!)
Visits by sword dancers were a New Year’s Day occurrence, as well as intermingled or
concurrently with those by one or more teams of guisers or mummers. The first such
‘Sunday Sun’ article appeared on 31 December 1922, headed ‘Old New Years at
Northsea’. In it we hear:
“I have seen the New Year’s Day when there was sword dancers down from
Backworth. Have you heard of them? There was Betty and – wasn’t there Geordie?
– shouting ‘Gan on me bonny bairns, I as wisht yor fethor saa ye.’ And when they
get the dancers set away, they would go around gathering. But there’s nothing like
that nowadays. You never see a sword dancer now as he’s out of work” To which
Lukey’s interrogator responded “I wouldn’t expect it (sword dancing) to be any
more regular than snow shovelling”. To which, Lukey replied “An’ that is aboot as
reg’lar as owt thor’s been aboot heor aal this yeeor. It’s been a bad yeeor, mistor.
A real bad ‘un.”
The corresponding article a year later only mentioned the dancing tangentially to the
guising:
Those were hearty hospitable days … Betty and the clown going round to give the
folk a dance, and the old play in which the characters were the Captain of the
pirates, the parson, and the doctor.
Under the heading ‘The Skipper Brings In the New Year’ written for the 3 January
1937, Lukey went round with the band of guisers and sword dancers who ‘still go
round the North-country villages to help bring in the New Year’.
The Captain of the band is distinguished by his cocked hat and cockade, and is
attended by his Bessy – who, in the customary fashion, collects the money from
patrons, and introduces the Captain with a chant:
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‘Good gentlemen all, to our Captain take heed,
And hear what he’s going to sing – ‘
and the Captain in his turn proceeds to introduce the actors in the course of the
Sword Dancers’ song.
We wait until the issue of 26 December 1937 before we learn anything more from
Robinson in his article ‘Sword Dancers on the Bank Top.’
‘At this season of the year also came to Northsea one of the several troupes of
sword dancers from the pit villages, usually from Earsdon and Shiremoor. The
captain of the band was distinguished by his cocked hat and cockade,
“And he wad hev his Betty wid him.” The Skipper of the Glory Hannah recalled that
rather doubtful lady. “She used te collect the munny. Like aal the wumman foak.
An’ when they com inte ye hoose te gi’e thor play, she wad introjooce the captain
summick like this:
‘Good gentleman aal, te vor captain pay heed,
An’ heor what he’s ganni’ te sing.’
“An’ the captain iv his torn caaled in th’ actors whe aal trooped in the time he was
singin’ the Sword Dancers Sang:
‘Six actors hev Aa browt whew or ne’er ona s tage before,
But they will do thor best, an’ the best can de’ ne mair.’”
The actors were introduced: The Squire’s son, “who’s like to lose his sweetheart,
because he is too young”; Master Snip the tailor, a soldier bold, a keelman who
does his part reel weel man, True Blue, the leader of the crew, and the parson.
Then all joined in the sword dance.
“Varry clivver,” Lucky Lukey described its intricacies. “Laced aal the swords
thegither te for stars and hearts and squares and sorcles. When they gat thor
swords oot o’ the tangle, they aal started fightin’. The parson riushed in te myek
peace, received a mortal thrust, an’ lay on the floor te dee the time th’ uthors
waaked around singin’:
‘Alas! Wor parson’s deed and on the floor is laid.
Sum of us will suffer fr’d, young man, Aa’s sair afraid.’
“Thor was sum te do eftor that. Betty wanted to hev hium tyeken tiv his chotch an’
barried respectable, but the captain wanted a doctor forst – a reet good doctor: a
ten-pund doctor. So they sent for Doctor Broon, the best doctor iv aal the toon, an’
he com in singin’ that he could cure
‘The plague, the palsy, and the goot,
The de’il within’ an’ the de’il withoot
Ivverything but a love-sick maid
And consumption in the pocket.’”
The boasting of the doctor was generally justified. His ministrations speedily
restored the stricken parson, and on the incantation –
‘Parson, rise and fight again,
The doctor says you are not slain.’ –
He recovered, pulled himself together and, as the fiddler changed his tune, joined
in the general dancing until the captain proclaimed –
‘Our play is at an end, and now we’ll taste your cheer
We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.’
To which Betty added the seasonable wish, as the dancers were leaving the cottage
to repeat their performance in the next street –
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‘And your pockets full of brass,
And your cellars full of beer.’
As evident, the roles of sword dancer and guiser are now horribly interlinked, so at the
risk of irritating any reader solely interested in the dark arts of ‘Morris’ or ceremonial
dancer without consideration to the standing of any associated mummers play, the best
proverbial wine has been left to the last with Robinson’s article of 29 December 1935: ‘In
Comes Doctor Brown – and the Guisers.’
This rectifies and separates the roles of the two separate but different troupes, but who
(in my opinion) is to say one wasn’t influenced by the other?
We remember and mourn at this season of the year, the passing of many things;
all the bygones that formerly kept us company and cheered us along the way.
“I hope,” I said, sentimentally, after the tumblers had been revived at my
considerable expense, “that our old friends, the Sword Dancers, will never be
numbered among the bygones.”
“Aa hevn’t seed them this Krismuss,” Lucky Lukey stated. “Aa wad nacherally
expect they’ll be cummin’ alang aftore the New Yeor het heor.”
“You remember them?” I supposed.
“Nicelies,” Lukey affirmed. “One time they used te cum alang the raa, ax if they
wor welcome to cum into yor hoose, an’ f ye sayed they wor, they hopped in an’
performed thor play. The captain o’ the band strutted in wiv his cocked hat an’
peacocks’ feathers, wiv aal the uthors i’ the gang; ivory one wiv a sword at his
side, an’ wi’ a white shart, wi’ bonny ribbons tacked on ti’d.”
“And there was Bessy.” I remembered.
“Yis,” Lukey corroborated, “but she was dressed in a bed goon. She was the
treasurer. Went around wi’ the box. That was a job Aa wad like to hev. The Captain
was what wye caal a compeer on the wireless nooadays. He introjooced the
players, sayin’
‘Six actors hev Aa browt, who were ne’er on a stage before,
But they will do thor best, an’ the best can de ne more.’
He introjooced the squire’s son, an’the village tailor.”
“The soldier and sailor,” I added.
“The soldier an’ keelman,” Lukey corrected. “Leastways, that’s hoo Aa mind on’t.”
After the members of the company had each and separately been presented, they
bowed becomingly, and Bessy forthwith dropped into poetry:
‘Me muthor was borned for a witch,
Me fethor was hung on a tree;
An’ it’s just bekas As is a feul,
Thor’s nebody meddles wi’ me.’
The troupe fell vigorously to dancing in the course of which a quarrel developed;
there was fierce fighting among them with swords, and a sudden intervention by a
gentleman in a black coat resulted in his receiving a fatal wound which induced the
surviving members of the company to descend mournfully into the dirge:
Alas! Wor parson’s deed,
And on the grund os laid,
Some of us will suffer for’d.
Young men, Aa’s sair afraid.’
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Doctor Brown was sent for and, being the best old doctor in the town, he
resurrected the parson who, surprisingly joined the circle in wishing everybody a
Happy New Year.
The Sword Dancers have relinquished their play, but it is continued by the guisers
– and in a somewhat familiar form. Instead of Bessy comes Betty to demand you
‘Open the door! I enter in:
I beg your pardon before I begin.’
She is followed by the villain, with sword and pistol by his side, and the old-time
feud is renewed. It is not the parson who receives the mortal blow on this
occasion. That is plain from the horrified exclamation:
‘Alas! Alas! What have I done?
I’ve killed my widow’s only son.’
The medicine man, however and happily is still available, and
‘In comes Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town.’
The Skipper of the Glory Hannah smiled as the old pageant passed mistily before
him in the fragrant fog of Old Jamaica.
“Ay,” he ruminated. “that’s hoo it aal finished up. The fiddler scraped his boo, an’
they gat up a bit jig ...”
Robinson (1876-1951) himself came originally from Middlesbrough, but his arrival at his
editor’s job in Newcastle came via a stint with Blyth’s ‘Post Leader’ newspaper. He lived
in Cullercoats during these ‘Northsea’ years, but was not native to the area, so had to
rely on interviews with its elderly residents. By and large, his detail is so graphic as to be
believable, but for the missing timescale! We need other forms of corroboratory
evidence.
Fortunately, there is one other brief source, that of George W Lisle’s childhood memoirs,
a book of which was written, but its sole copy in North Shields public library is now
missing. However, his handwritten notes were deposited at the Northumberland county
archive at Woodhorn near Ashington.
Lisle (1878-1951) was native to Cullercoats and obviously a contemporary of Robinson,
but there is no recorded evidence that the two ever met or collaborated. However, his
dates do suggest that the team(s) witnessed in the village were active in the 1880-90s.
Newspaper evidence is sparse. The ‘Shields Daily News’ record that a film showing ‘the
Northumberland Sword Dancers’ at Alnwick Castle was part of a three-part cinema show
in North Shields in December 1908. The ‘Whitley Seaside Chronicle’ gives accounts of the
Earsdon band of ‘guisers’ or sword dancers performing in nearby Monkseaton at
Christmas in the consecutive years 1904-6.
‘Step dancing, all men, round and round entertaining through and through,
weaving their swords held arched into a star pattern with the tallest proudly
holding it aloft at the finish. The music and rhythm of it held a fascination – the
dancers, hefty fellows all in stout dancing boots, with woollen stockings (tied at the
knees) open light shirts with cut away blue waistcoat and trimmings of gold.
The fiddler, the Bessie dressed as a negro minstrel in high hat, was the fun
provoker, while the outbursts of laughter at the bawdiness and coarseness of his
wit…...it was the face so thrust into crowd paying tribute to the provoking.
Another dance – and this was a female one. The dancers with fiddler (two women
and a man) as they pirouetted in flowing skirt, suggested a shepherd’s dance of
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Dresden china with many a lack and lace of filigree work to bewitch the male
onlooker …’
Lisle’s description alone, together with Robinson’s 1937 account, confirm that the
Cullercoats troupe were indeed the Earsdon troupe. Cecil Sharp quotes both texts and
gives the tunes for the Captain’s song. For more details, read Phil Heaton’s wonderful
book ‘Rapper’, published in 2012. From an historian’s perspective, it is a pity that none
(or very few) of the latter-day teams perform anything other than the albeit exciting
dance with the somersaults, preferably in a packed bar room, rather than diversify into
the greater burlesque outline above, but … hey ho!
George Frampton
February 2018
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DERT 2018 – Sheffield
Charlotte begins….The 2018 Dancing England Rapper Tournament (DERT) took place in
Sheffield on Saturday 24 March, organised by Sheffield Steel, so I decided to head North
to be a spectator. I am not a rapper dancer myself, I dance Cotswold and North West,
but I am a keen spectator (and photographer) of it and so met up with some friends and
family to watch.
The main competition was split between 5 pubs, with the Spotlight competition and the
DERTy (the youth competition) taking place in the Cathedral, along with the Showcase
later that evening. The Traditional and Veteran competitions took place at Yellow Arch
Studios.

Whip the Cat - winners of several categories
(photo: Charlotte Dover)

After a quick visit to
the Cathedral to
watch the start of
the Spotlight
Competition we set
up in the Dove and
Rainbow, a ‘rock
pub’ with some
excellent beers. We
had some of the
best seats in the
pub, right next to
the judges’ table
and from there saw
every team except
for the three that
we had missed at
the beginning of the
day.

Our table full of Cotswold dancers cheered on all of the teams, and thoroughly enjoyed
some wonderful dancing, music and tommying. Full disclaimer – my sister dances with
Whip the Cat so there may have been a little bit of extra cheering for them, but
everyone else thought they were great too so we weren’t being too biased!
The standard of dancing was extremely high and each of the three divisions (Premier,
Championship and Open) were highly competitive. The high standard and
competitiveness of the Open competition was in part thanks to teams who had either
never entered before or had not for some years, including Pecsaetan Morris entering a
team for the first time and four teams who came over from Massachusetts, USA –
Candyrapper VSOP, Bubble Rapper, Dapper Rapper and Pocketflyers.
Highlights of the dancing in the Dove and Rainbow included Pecsaetan rapper dancing to
Cotswold tunes and finishing their dance by capering, staying true to their roots even at
DERT. Candyrapper VSOP were as energetic and enjoyable as ever, made more
impressive by the fact that they had to have a last minute substitution – one of their
dancers had been injured that very morning so a musician had to step in and from all
accounts they essentially rewrote the dance and calling on song not long before the
competition started!
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Red Mum Rapper, from Denmark, were as fun as ever – Danish flags galore. I was also
impressed by Shropshire Sharpshins (although I had difficulty saying their name –
especially after five or six hours in a pub!); they are a reasonably new team who added
to the high standard of the Open Comp. Whip the Cat and Tower Ravens particularly
stood out, their dancing was fast paced and energetic but it never took away from the
clean stepping and complicated and polished figures.
The music throughout the day was fantastic, good music is always important for dancers
and there were some extremely talented musicians on show. Whip the Cat’s trio of
fiddlers, Star and Shadow’s fast-fingered concertina player and Pecsaetan’s fiddle/oboe
combo were just some of the highlights for me.
Most teams had characters although only one of the four American teams did - this hurt
their scores in the Steve Marris competition which takes the character scores into
consideration. It can often be a difficult thing to get right but there were some great
examples, particularly Red Mum’s funny and energetic flag-wearing Tommy. We also
very much enjoyed Tower Ravens’ sergeant-majoresque Tommy, we thought he was
very in keeping with their Tower of London theme but looking at the scores afterwards
some of the judges seem to have not taken to him as much. It just shows how tricky
judging dancing, especially with all the components that go into DERT, can be.
Once the main competition was over we headed to Yellow Arch Studios to watch the
Veteran and the Traditional Competition. The Veteran Comp is made up of teams with a
combined age of 250 or over
and was won in style by a
very impressive team from
Whip the Cat.

Thrales Rapper dancing Beadnell
(photo: Charlotte Dover)

The Traditional Comp was
won by Thrales dancing
Beadnell, beating another
set of Thrales dancing Amble
– they certainly had that
competition all tied up! Both
competitions showed a high
standard and it was very
interesting to watch the
traditional dances after a full
day watching the main
competition and seeing how
rapper has evolved and
changed over the years.

We headed home before the Showcase but we had a fantastic day, it was a great event
wonderfully put together by Sheffield Steel and we thoroughly enjoyed watching and
supporting all the dancers.
It very much seemed to be the year of the women – of the teams in the top three
positions in each division of the main competition Medlock (1st in the Championship) was
the only men’s team that was placed. Three women’s teams placed top in the Premier
(Whip the Cat, Star and Shadow and Tower Ravens), two women’s teams followed
Medlock in the Championship (Gaorsach and Mabel Gubbins) and the Open was won by
two mixed teams and a women’s team (Candyrapper VSOP, Shropshire Sharpshins and
Pecsaetan) – although all of the dancers for Candyrapper VSOP were women for the
competition after the injury to Peter earlier in the day. Whip the Cat also won the
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Veterans, Tyzack (for buzz) and Steve Marris (awarded to the team with the highest
score overall).
Perhaps teams like Newcastle Kingsmen and Black Swan have become a little
complacent – many of the other teams have spent the last few years working at
improving their dances and striving to get to the top, so it will be interesting to see how
they come back next year.
Sally takes over….The evening schedule was tight. The challenge was to get from the
Traditional Competition to the Cathedral in 20 minutes. Some of us chose to help boost
the local economy by dashing back in taxis, while the rest yomped. The cathedral
provided a far better setting for the Showcase than I expected – it was visually stunning.
Sadly, the sound quality wasn’t as good.
Sheffield Steel were on first, the only time they danced that day, as organising DERT
doesn’t leave time for performing. After their excellent performance, the show sped
along with all the other teams, mostly doing their ‘straight’ dance, while a few went for
special turns.
The first ‘special’ turn was the ever-inventive Red Mum. They came on dressed as
footballers and continued that theme all the way through, even including a substitute
and red cards. I’m not sure what the final score was, but the audience clearly enjoyed
the match. The other turns included Silver Flame’s cutlery dance (using large cardboard
cut outs, most of which managed, surprisingly, to survive the dance) and Oakenyouth’s
fairy dance (complete with wings and pink tutus).
But the star turn was from Gaorsach. Accompanied by their Tommy, ‘Jarvis Covkr’, they
gave us a riveting performance of “I want to dance with folkie people”, complete with
lovely assistants holding up the words and backed, of course, by a rapper dance. It
went down a storm. The Showcase finished with Sallyport’s balloon dance (rappers are
so passé…), which featured express blowing up of replacement ‘swords’ after some
inevitable balloon ‘breakages’.
After all the cheers, hugs and bows from Sheffield Steel, many of us hotfooted it (OK –
we went by taxis) to the indoor camping venue for the traditional post-Showcase wind
down. While we were enjoying the usual alcoholic beverages, I was asked an important
question about two of the prizes – ‘who were Steve Marris and Tyzack1?’ Good point.
Those of us who have been around in the rapper world for years mostly know, but the
newer, younger ones probably do not.
The après-rapper highlight was the Alternative Judges’ (AJ) results session. Each year
the AJs (Amy O’Brien and Clare Mitchell) award prizes for many other achievements,
such as best bribe, beard, bum, etc. The results were greeted with great enthusiasm,
guaranteeing that this fringe extravaganza will continue.
Charlotte Dover and Sally Wearing
July 2018

For about twenty years, Steve Marris was the only maker of rapper swords, until his
untimely death in 1997. Tyzacks were a tool-making company based in Sheffield that
were the main supplier of rapper swords from at least the first World War (and possibly
earlier) until the 1960s.
1
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Shows past and present
Indommettable
Two years on, we have created and
uploaded shortened version (about 20
minutes) of the one-hour show that was
performed at Sidmouth in 2016 to
remember Roy Dommett and his
contribution to the morris world.
You can view this online – the link to view
is

https://youtu.be/uf-zkpTT88Q
Please bear in mind that the sources for
the images were amateur photos and
video so there may be the odd blurry bit
– but they do evoke the things that went
on at Roy’s workshops!

photo: Sue Swift

Talking of online resources, a reminder that all the back issues of Morris Matters can now
be seen at
http://www.morrisfed.org.uk/resources/morris-matters/
and this includes a link to the digest of all Roy’s articles published in Morris Matters since
Volume 1 in 1978 - ‘Roy Dommett and Morris Matters‘, a searchable pdf document.
For all this, many thanks to John Lewis and Jerry West who did the technical bits.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Travelling with Thomas
While on the subject of shows, I was privileged to share in the first year of the indefatigable
Laurel Swift’s folk musical – Travelling with Thomas; based on the folk legend of Thomas
the Rhymer; the 4 showcase events were well supported and it looks as if it will be a great
mix of musicians, new tunes from Laurel and lovely artwork by Lizzie Watts. Keep your
eyes out for updates – only another four years to fruition!
Laurel has told me the plan is that year 2 will start exploring movement - most likely
including Cotswold morris and clog alongside more contemporary movement such as
aerial, and potentially some work in masks.
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Morris Ring Constitution Changes
March 10 2018: from the Morris Ring website
A busy weekend at the Morris Ring Annual Ring Meeting
‘The membership voted to change the Constitution to remove the previous bar on nonmale dancers in member clubs. This was however the end of a long process of
consultation, debate within individual sides, discussions between sides and closing
arguments at the meeting itself yesterday. The turnout for the vote was in excess of
80%, with 87% of votes cast in favour of the change.
As I said to the meeting, this should not be seen in terms of winning or losing. This is
more the beginning of a new chapter for us as an organisation, and perhaps a new era in
Morris. Not everyone will agree with the change, I would not expect that. But this vote in
favour is decisive and shows a high level of agreement among Morris Ring member
sides.
Although the change to our Constitution is immediate, the changes it brings will happen
over time. For now, I would like to thank Morris Federation President Melanie Barber;
Morris Federation Secretary Fiona Lock; Chair of Open Morris Nicki Pickering and Open
Morris publications officer Jenny Cox for joining us this weekend as representatives of
our fellow Morris Organisations. Through the Joint Morris Organisations, the 3 main
Morris Organisations have long shared common concerns and worked together for the
good of all in Morris. That will continue to be the case and I thank them for their support
and friendship throughout this process.
Change is always difficult. This change may seem the most difficult of all to some.
However, I have long felt that more unites us in the Morris world than divides us, this is
perhaps more true now than for a generation. The values that the Morris Ring were
founded on, friendship, bringing sides together and a concern for performing Morris to
the best standard possible, have been restated yesterday. Also that we believe these
values belong to all in Morris.
In conclusion I would like to thank the Morris Ring member clubs for their courtesy and
the manner in which the debates took place.’

Eddie Worrall (current squire)
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Whittlesey Straw Bear - Molly Dancing
I too was at Whittlesey for Straw Bear this year, as indeed I have every year but two
since 1983. Your editorial (MM Vol 37, Number 1) states there were fewer Molly teams
this year – including Old Hunts Molly which was there right back in 1980 and every year
since. Oxblood Molly from more recent years weren’t there either. Neither were the
Norwich Kitwitches nor Good Easter, present earlier on in the festival’s 39-year tenure,
although their reasons for non-attendance has nothing to do with non-existence or total
disinterest for reasons that I won’t go into!
Regarding Old Hunts, I would suspect the reason is tempus fugit. The fact they’re a
composite team comprising the Heartsease Country Dancers and former members of the
now lapsed Fenstanton Morris also doesn’t help. Teams come and go for the usual
reasons of lapsed individual interest, internal conflict, reliance on too few members, and
the familiar excuses that the Morris has with time. The wonderful Paddington
Pandemonic Express passed long ago, but each of their members had dance and music
commitments elsewhere. We place the whole thing on a pedestal!
In reality the Molly dance revival from 1977 onwards, when Mepal and the Cambridge
Morris Men independently danced the light fantastic toe for the first time, has had a
charmed life. Interest has been fostered at Sidmouth and Mrs Casey festivals with
workshops being run by the Seven Champions, Pig Dyke, or Ouse Washes – each with
their own spin on what is, what is not, and what Molly could comprise with imagination.
Has this inflated a neutral onlooker’s perceptive, I wonder? Statistically, Molly teams
nationwide are fewer than the more popular ‘traditions’ – even locally in East Anglia.
The problem with the Straw Bear Festival – if problem it be – is that it has become too
popular. Following a comment by HM Constabulary, it dawned on the festival organisers
that numbers had to be limited and stewarded – otherwise goodwill would be lost by
those who the Festival needed most. The procession no longer starts from the Ivy Leaf
Club on the north side of the main Peterborough-March road, with the spectacle of the
teams passing through town into the Market Square being lost, in favour of the southern
route from the Manor Leisure Centre – more easily stewarded. I am told that ‘teams are
invited’ and newcomers included where there’s space up to a limit around 40 teams. As
hinted earlier, two teams declined [the] rigid structure and are no longer invited. I can
see both points of the argument, especially since parts of the town and its hostelries
which hadn’t previously been used were brought into play. However, do we want a
festival – or don’t we?
A partial solution was found by Ouse Washes by starting a day of dance at the end of
January in the Ely area. This was to commemorate the passing of member Mark Jones,
who died tragically returning from practice, and was to be held in the Ely area. Only
Molly dance teams are invited, and the 2018 festival comprised nine teams in action.
Gordon Phillips says, [he can’t recall when the first event took place but my notes
indicate 2008 or shortly afterwards]
“This event has become the largest get-together of molly teams in the country,
but we didn't aim for that in the beginning. We thought back then, don't
remember exactly when, that it would be good to have a day in mid-winter when
we danced in the places that it all comes from, or one of them, and get together
with those friends we didn't dance with anymore.”
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A look at the 2018 list of teams at the Ely event show Ouse Washes hosting eight other
teams, three of whom were also at Whittlesey (with one adult team that was at
Whittlesey but not Ely). Straw Bear also includes the tutored children’s teams which the
programme counts as ‘Molly.’
Molly dancing is alive and well in East Anglia – if you know where to look for it! The
problem is, most teams from the region (with the exception of the few who accept
festival bookings) link it solely to Plough Monday and winter season. If you want an
example of one team who have taken the Champion-ish tradition by the scruff of the
neck, then log on to Old Glory Molly’s website and look at a few You Tube clips. There
you will see an innovative team of male dancers and female musicians using local dance
tunes, and sounding like renegades from the Blaxhall Ship. Jolly impressive they are too!
George Frampton
February 2018

...in response to your question why there are so few Molly teams at Straw Bear.
In my view three reasons:
- Straw Bear has always aspired to reflect the whole (morris-ish) dance world. The
founder and presiding spirit, Brian Kell, was a rapper dancer who did some Cotswold; the
first (revival) year, 1980, was two (I think) Cotswold teams and one rapper team, with
the first Molly, Old Hunts, on the (then not official) Sunday. It sees itself as a winter
festival but not a Molly festival. The tradition of Fenland Straw Bears was not explicitly
linked pre-revival with the other local tradition of Molly.
- a limited number of teams are invited – and some old faces were missing this year: Old
Hunts (for the first year ever), Champs and (I think) Good Easter. Others weren’t
invited this year (eg Oxblood, Handsome Molly from New Jersey) and others have never
been invited (eg Norwich Kitwitches).
- despite the above, you are right that there are fewer Molly teams than I expected
when I taught at Sidmouth workshops the collected tradition and what Pig Dyke had
made of it, and encouraging others to be creative, in the early 90s (about 20 years after
Cyril Papworth and Roy Dommett taught the collected dances first to enthusiastic revival
dancers). My personal view is that the brilliance of Champs is both a blessing and a
curse: many teams are inspired by their style and image, but in reality few can match
their precision and excellence in performance. So they have created many imitators but
few successful ones.
What Molly does offer to the responsive team is a freedom to create your own
interpretation (in contrast to other dance “traditions” Molly has few firm rules and no
common repertoire) and an inspiration, in all the successful teams, to emphasise
performance elements and entertainment, however interpreted variously by different
teams. Maybe the future will bring a blossoming: I hope so!
Tony Forster
Pig Dyke Molly
February 2018
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Do it Yourself
Folk dancing is something more than just walking around to traditional dance music; it
must be built upon the basis of everyday human action, preserving the naturalness.
When using the word 'dancing' applied to a person, one pictures sparkling eyes, a
buoyant air, with the body 'lit up'. This condition one sees in native primitive dancing
and in some folk dancing, but for a large proportion of folk dancers in England
satisfaction seems regrettably to be limited to mastering the unusually rich variety of
figures and patterns. The minority 'light up' and ‘sparkle’ - a quality that seems to have
been gradually declining with the march of civilisation. Folk dancing when 'lit up' is
completely infectious, prompting onlookers to join in.
1. Whole self
The dancer's instrument is their whole person, body and soul. As an old morris dancer
had it, "It isn't the legs as does the dancing - it's the 'hitch-up' of the body". The hitch is
not just a physical lift but also an inner lift - the sense of elation. This wholesale
character in folk dance movement is not unfortunately as general as it should be. We see
mostly leg action, confined to motion from the knees downward. Coupled with this
restricted gait goes a posture of downcast head, sagging shoulders and dull expression;
the very antithesis of folk dance tradition.
'Dancing' implies the participation of all bodily particles. If all parts of the person are
sharing the effort, not all parts need be equally involved - but the feeling of animation
must pervade all parts. Even when action is limited to a minor gesture such as a laugh or
clap, the gesture must be by the whole person, putting their all into it.
2. Floating on Air
The 'natural' dancer (and the well trained one) works from high level and descends from
that level to brush the ground lightly or powerfully with rhythmic steps. They know to be
up before they come down to match their footfall with the beat. The layman's false
picture, very prevalent, is that they must launch themselves up with the beat instead of
landing down with it.
Mountain folk habituated to walking uphill are noted for the full scope and buoyancy of
their step. People living in flat regions, city dwellers and many women are content with a
restricted action, from the knee downwards, but as noted above the thighs as well as the
lower part of the leg should participate in movements.
3. Feeling Ahead
It takes an appreciable time for a feeling of movement to travel from the centre to the
extremities. The sensitive mover can anticipate each movement through the faculty of
knowing what their body is going to do before they act: thus they can safely leap before
looking. By comparison with such anticipation a ‘quick thinker' is slow. This innate
impulse of anticipated movement is in danger of becoming extinct.
As grown-ups we learn to stop and think. When we apply this attitude to such a
primaeval act as dancing we develop anxieties as to details of our dance ‘journey’ and
can't enjoy getting there. Traditional folk dancers never appear to be grappling with this
difficulty. This easy effortlessness is rather different from the prevalent concept of dance
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as synchronizing movements with a measured piece of music, a concentration of
willpower to keep the action in time. Such effort wastes energy instead of conserving it
by being against, rather than with, the waves of rhythm.
4. Joining in
Participation in dance is another of the primaeval sensibilities tending to wither under
the stresses of modern life. The all-pervading warmth or elation felt by the animated
dancer should be not only shared with their partner, but also with the company that
composes a dance set. Such a sharing of 'life' within the dance set increases the depth of
participation which then becomes strong enough to infect any shy and self-conscious
people who find it so hard to forget themselves when just on their own.
This energy of expression, when set free, refreshes and recreates not only the dancers
but also the musicians. The effect on onlookers is to prompt them to join in and it is this
compulsion that accounts for the longevity of folk dance, keeping it alive in a world that
has in other respects grown far away from country life and customs.
Our ritual folk dances - Morris and Sword dances - without this effect on the onlooker,
become meaningless exercises.
If any part of the body is excluded, it may be a hindrance to the full expression of dance.
Buoyant carriage takes the weight off the feet. Elevated poise will lift the level and help
to keep the body alive, relieving feet of their burden.
Positive 'drive' is needed for the initial impulse and for continued motion – somewhat like
a guided missile. Dancers must 'feel' before they leap; as the eye in reading is in
advance of the utterance, so the 'sense' of dance gesture is ahead of the action.
In folk dances, teamwork grows out of the human actions of individuals infecting each
other and stimulating them all to a higher level of performance. Absorption in a shared
experience does not mean coming down to a common level, but instead can unlock your
untapped energy.
Roy Dommett
The above notes are a summary by Roy Dommett of ideas originally expressed in an
EFDSS booklet by Douglas and Helen Kennedy on proposed guidance to folk dance
teachers. Most of it is what Roy taught in workshops to many of us over the years and
has a lot in common with more recent teachings in Alexander Technique and Pilates….
but still worth reflecting on.
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From the archive:
‘The Morris Dancer’ Ring publication recalls the 1930’s
Reminiscences from Geoffrey Metcalf: Vol 2 number 1 (1986)

Collecting problems
Although I have had not real involvement in collecting the morris, one incident did impress
on me the difficulty Sharp and others must have had in trying to decide exactly what was
done traditionally. I was a member of a scratch side which Kenworthy Schofield took to
Bledington in 1938 to dance to Lewis Hall and Henry (?) Hathaway, who had been members
of the “young“ Bledington side. The object of the visit was to verify some unpublished
dances and to clarify points on the tradition generally, At that time the Bledington halfgyp was danced with shuffles as in the Morris Book and Kenworthy wanted to check that
it should be hook-legs – or rather galleys, as hook-legs were to all intents and purposes
not then known to revival dancers, We danced the half-gyp first with shuffles and then
with galleys and Kenworthy asked the old dancers which was correct. The answer was “I
think the second is more manly” and that was the nearest we could get to what had been
done traditionally.
-----------------------------------------------

Bampton Style
William Wells attended a Ring Meeting at Cecil Sharp House in 1937 or 1938. He taught
the Webley and his general criticism was that we did not make the handkerchiefs dance,
We were, of course, taught arm movements [rather than handkerchief movements] in our
classes, which for Bampton were a low swing not coming above waist height.
At that time Wells’ sight was going and he was rather bent and stiff. He did, however,
dance for us and his hands were held well apart, between waist and shoulder, with
something approaching the current Bampton flick of the handkerchiefs but rather gentler
and more graceful. Step was one-two-three-hop and his dancing was quite unlike what
was currently being done by the Bampton side. His sidestep was quite unique, feet well
crossed and both turned out, the accompanying arm movement the old-style ‘show’ as
described in the Morris Book – but with the hand turning out to show the palm as it
descended [rather like Kimber’s Shepherds Hey]. It was a most elegant and graceful step
having something which is sadly lacking in today’s morris. It is of course said that Wells
never danced in the side but used to fool and dance jigs.
also from Walter Absom in Vol 2 number 2
Wells’ visit to Cecil Sharp House in 1936 brought to the forefront a problem about Bampton
which had been worrying some of the revival dancers. Cecil Sharp had brought up the
EFDSS staff to teach the tradition strictly according to the Morris Book and in a particular
style, and in consequence this is how it was danced by the revival morris clubs, nearly all
of whom had learned their basic morris from EFDSS classes or from teachers trained by
the Society, However a visit to Bampton showed something going on which was rather
different, The word degenerate was sometimes used but could not be taken seriously by
anyone who had witnessed the life and vigour of the Bampton side.
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It was clearly necessary to get a fairly detailed understanding of the Bampton tradition as
it was being performed at that time. The first step towards this was taken when we invited
Wells to come to the Cecil Sharp House meeting in 1936, thereby making the problem
more widely known and also giving the opportunity for observation of Wells’ interpretation
[which, possibly because of his age, was not identical with that of the rest of the Bampton
dancers].
Following this, a party led by Kenworthy Schofield spent the weekend of 9 May in Bampton;
to the best of my knowledge it included Douglas Kennedy, Alec Hunter, Arthur Peck, Lionel
Bacon, Russell Wortley and myself, with William Ganiford as musician. On the Saturday
the Bampton side turned out for us in full kit and went through much of their repertory,
and on Sunday we had more dancing and discussion with Wells and some of the side.
Arthur Peck continued to visit Bampton, as did also Douglas and William and a detailed
review was completed of the Bampton dances and the style in which they were currently
performed.
As a result of this review there was a gradual change in the way Bampton was taught and
danced, and the style of the revival clubs was brought a good deal nearer to that of the
Bampton side. This was a major change for both teachers and dancers to have to
assimilate and it was not surprising that it only happened rather slowly. It had to be done,
of course, by oral teaching and demonstration but to assist these an aide memoire was
prepared by Arthur Peck in the form of a handbook on the Bampton tradition. He also gave
a description of the Bampton dance in an article intended for the EFDSS journal,
photocopies of Arthur’s handbook on Bampton and his article for the Journal, also
photocopies of his original notes on his observations are now held in the Ring archives and
the Vaughan Williams Library. The Library also has some film of the Bampton side in the
1930’s showing the style at that time.
Looking back I think that before the Bampton situation was studied and appreciated, the
very high regard in which Cecil Sharp’s work was rightly held had tended to obscure the
fact that in rescuing the traditional dance he could do no more than describe as he found
it, or as he thought it had been, at one moment in its history. The Morris Books came to
be looked on as stone tablets, recording and almost divine revelation of the Platonic forms
of the morris and sword, eternal and unchanging, rather than as stills taken from an ever
changing film of the dance over the years. Neo-Bampton, as it was sometimes called,
was a salutary experience for the revival dancers of the ‘30s and gave us some
understanding of how, like any living organism, the traditional dance will be subject to
change and evolution.
---------------------------------------------------A novel use for

morris bells – from Mike Heaney (Vol 2 numbers 3 and 5)

In the year 1788 the Duke repaired and reduced one of the wings [of Blenheim Park North
Lodge]. Behind the wainscotting and in many other parts of the building were found
skeletons of rats with morris bells about their necks. Apparently a recommended way of
getting rid of rats in the eighteenth century1 was to catch a rat and tie a morris bell around
its neck. The theory was that the other rats found this so off-putting that they would not
come near their unfortunate fellow, nor even the places he frequented. As so many rats
were found at Blenheim, it can’t have been all that effective as a remedy!

1

William Ellis in, “The Modern Husbandman…..for the month of June” Dublin 1743 pp1411-2
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